
Sales Enablement 
Case Study



Develop sales transformation and 
enablement programme to align 
internal teams and customers alike 
around a transformative new unified 
value proposition and strategic, 
outcome-led approach



We immediately immersed ourselves in the group 
harmonisation project (which included the delivery of a 
re-branding programme and a consistent suite of 
propositions and services across 3 different regions – 
UK/EMEAI, APAC & Americas) to understand the scope 
and extent of the changes, how the customer journeys 
would be enhanced, what existing sales enablement 
existed and what the key ‘gaps’ were. 

The strategic approach and creative style developed 
moved away from the traditional ground transportation 
style and built on a new narrative and vector imagery 
visualisation which had been tested in digital channels. 
The core suite of materials we developed (whilst 
common in many sales teams), had a strong focus on 
customer benefits and the end-to-end customer 
journey: humanising the technology and service 
Addison Lee delivers and presenting materials in a 
consistent, engaging way. 
We delivered this across a 6-month period starting with 
the Sales playbooks to immerse and embed the core 
propositions first, while embedding a continual test and 
learn training programme at the heart of the sales 
organisation.



Key insights, messages and strategic 
framework were fed into value proposition 

playbooks - adding structure and context to 
the new sales approach, the strategic 
account framework and linking to all related 

materials to enable everyone involved to 
better absorb and understand critical 

objectives and the roadmap to success.

Digital account playbook



Digital account playbook
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Sales Cheat Sheets



Proposition Summaries



Interactive infographics



Social Media Toolkits



SELL BETTER, WIN MORE.

Absolutely love 
working with you 
guys. Thank you for 
distilling our thinking 
into a set of 
compelling 
propositions and 
getting these over 
the line. It was a 
critical step in our 
global roll-out plan.

Commercial Director
Addison lee Group

► Research, 
immersion & 
workshops

► End-to-end sales 
transformation 
programme

► Interactive, 
targeted, sales 
tools

► Coaching, skills & 
training

► Cultural change 
programme

► Launch & 
internal 
communications

Outcome
Sales teams fully engaged with all 
materials and were enthusiastic and 
proud to use - both talking through 
with clients and/or by sending through 
standalone content (requiring no 
commentary from sales). Feedback 
from business customers was extremely 
positive ‘we’ve never seen anything like 
this before, it looks great!’ 

The face of Addison Lee and the 
services they offered looked more 
professional, drove consistent messages 
and delivered a modern and fresh 
persona. We fully equipped external 
trainers to deliver a comprehensive 
training to all sales and support teams 
and supplied materials and core 
content for use ‘as is’ or by easily 
adapting content to suit other 
media/materials.



SELL BETTER, WIN MORE.

Brand style 
and imagery

Key Sales 
Playbooks

Key
propositions

Products/
services

Different regional 
variants – UK/EMEAI, 

APAC & Americas

Roadshows
across ALG

Sore sales 
pitch decks

Sales and client-service 
managers trained using 

core materials

Global services locator – across 90 
countries, 600 locations & 4 regions 

(UK, EMEAI, APAC, Americas)




